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Abstract
Fatigue is one of the most important causes of mechanical failure. Fatigue
can be described as progressive damage to a material subject to repeated
loading. Most fatigue-loaded components are exposed to a large amount of
repeated loads where the stresses are low and the strains are elastic. This
is normally referred to as high-cycle fatigue. This dissemination addresses
structural optimization for high-cycle fatigue in metals.
The developed methods take offset in the offshore wind industry, more
specifically in the design of a lattice-type of support structure for large wind
turbines. These so-called jacket structures are subjected to complex aero-
dynamic and hydrodynamic loading conditions throughout their lifespan of
approximately 20-25 years. The design of these structures is generally driven
by fatigue in welded connections, and constitutes a great application for fa-
tigue optimization. Thus, a new approach to optimization of jacket structures
has been established. Additionally, this method and other state-of-the-art ap-
proaches to gradient-based optimizations of jacket structures are investigated
and compared. The sizing optimization of jacket structures is of large interest
to the industry, and is an optimization problem with few design variables,
many constraints, and very computational costly analyses due to the large
multiaxial and non-proportional load cases.
Topology optimization of 2D continua with fatigue constraints is also
addressed. This problem differs from structural optimization of jackets, as
many design variables are present in topology optimization. An effective for-
mulation is proposed for proportional loading conditions, where finite-life
constraints are formulated such that the computational costs of the design
sensitivity analysis is comparable to static stress optimization.
v
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Resumé
Udmattelsesbrud, også kaldet materialetræthed, er en af de mest vigtige år-
sager til mekanisk svigt. Udmattelse kan beskrives som progressiv skade i
et materiale under varierende belastning. De fleste komponenter i risiko for
udmattelsesbrud er udsat for mange varierende laster, hvor spændingerne er
lave og tøjningerne elastiske. Denne afhandling omhandler strukturel opti-
mering for udmattelsesbrud af komponenter udsat for et stort antal cykliske
laster.
De udviklede metoder er udarbejdet med henblik på offshore vind-
mølleindustrien, mere specifikt på design af gitter-substrukturer til store
vindmøller. En sådan type struktur er den såkaldte jacket. Jacket-strukturer
er udsat for komplekse aerodynamiske og hydrodynamiske laster i løbet af
strukturens levetid, der typisk er 20-25 år. Udmattelsesbrud i svejsninger
er et designdrivende kriterie for jacket-strukturen, hvorfor design af denne
struktur er oplagt at udføre med optimeringsmetoder mod udmattelse. Der-
for er en ny metode til strukturel optimering af jacket-strukturer blevet ud-
viklet. Denne metode er endvidere blevet undersøgt og sammenlignet med
andre state-of-the-art metoder til optimering af jackets. Tværsnitsoptimering
af jacket-strukturer er af stor interesse for industrien. Det udgør et opti-
meringsproblem med få designvariable, mange bibetingelser, og en bereg-
ningstung analyse grundet de store multiaksiale og ikke-proportionale last-
serier.
En metode til topologioptimering i 2D med udmattelse som bibetingelse
er også udviklet. Dette optimeringsproblem adskiller sig fra optimeringen af
en jacket, primært da der er mange designvariable i topologioptimering. Der
er blevet udviklet en effektiv formulering af topologioptimering til en given
levetid under proportionale lastserier. Beregningstiden i den nye metode er
sammenlignelig med spændingsoptimering for en statisk last.
vii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter provides a brief introduction to the overall research project and the re-
search undertaken in this PhD study.
1.1 Introduction to the PhD study
This PhD study is part of a larger research project ABYSS - Advancing BeYond Shallow
waterS - Optimal design of offshore wind turbine support structures sponsored by the Dan-
ish Council for Strategic Research. The aim of the project is to develop a numerical
optimization tool to aid in the design of support structures for large offshore wind
turbines. The tool will utilize gradient-based optimization techniques to design mass-
producible and reliable support structures for deep waters and large turbines. This
will in turn provide a decrease in levelized cost of energy which will aid in achieving
sustainable energy goals. While this tool is very specific in nature, the developed
methods are immediately applicable to other industrial designs, e.g. aerospace struc-
tures. A total of eight partners ensure expertise within research, offshore wind energy,
foundation design, and design system development. Besides Aalborg University, the
partners involved in the project are DTU Wind Energy, DTU Civil Engineering, NTNU
Civil and Environmental Engineering, Dassault Systémes, SINTEF Energy Research,
DONG Energy A/S, and Universal Foundation A/S. This PhD study addresses the
fatigue optimization part of the project. Thus, the main topic of this thesis is methods
for effective gradient-based structural optimization with fatigue constraints.
1.2 Wind energy
Greenhouse gas emission is well known to be the primary cause of global warming.
Consequently, most countries are committed to international and national renewable
energy goals. Thus, the demand for reliable and sustainable energy is ever growing.
Wind energy is among the most popular renewable energy sources, which can be
partly explained by the low levelized cost of electricity. While wind energy has a high
1
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initial cost, the costs are generally less sensitive to changes than more conventional
energy sources such as fossil fuels. Additionally, wind power is an immense source
of energy with a theoretical potential estimated to 253 TW, which is sufficient to cover
the current world energy consumption several times (Jacobson and Archer, 2012).
Onshore wind energy is a mature industry where the levelized cost of energy
can compete with conventional energy sources. Installation is relatively easy, and in-
spection and maintenance costs are low. In 2014, the International Renewable Energy
Agency estimated the cost of onshore projects to 0.06-0.12 USD/kWh and offshore
projects to 0.10-0.21 USD/kWh (International Renewable Energy Agency, 2015). Due
to the low costs associated with onshore energy, 420 GW out of a total of 432 GW
installed by the end of 2015 is installed onshore (Konstantinidis and Botsaris, 2016).
However, onshore sites are often very limited. Additionally, visual impact, noise
pollution, impact on tourism, reduction in land value, and ecosystem-related issues
affecting flora and fauna are large drawbacks of onshore wind farms.
Offshore wind energy has an increased initial cost and a relatively high cost of
operation and maintenance as compared with onshore wind energy. However, due to
stronger winds and large continuous available installation sites, offshore wind energy
is a rapidly growing industry with many countries committing to large offshore wind
farms. For instance, China has a target of installing 30 GW off offshore wind energy
by 2020 (The Carbon Trust, 2014). The large increase in demand of offshore wind
energy is strongly coupled to a decreasing levelized cost of energy. The company
Vattenfall won the tender to build the Danish 600 MW offshore site Kriegers Flak
with a record price of just 49.9 EUR/MWh, which is approximately 0.06 USD/kWh.
Lastly, as compared with onshore wind farms, visual impact and noise are less of a
concern for offshore wind parks.
1.3 Wind turbines and support structures
A large Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT) can be described by a few overall
main components. From the top, a typically three-bladed rotor is converting part of
the kinetic energy of the wind through lift into mechanical energy that rotates a main
shaft. The rotating shaft enters a generator that converts the mechanical energy to
electrical energy. The generator is located inside the nacelle, a large box-like housing
cover, that contains most of the mechanical and electrical equipment in a wind turbine.
On upwind turbines, there is a yawing system just below the nacelle to ensure that
the turbine is facing towards the wind direction. When modeling a wind turbine,
engineers often refer to these components collectively as the Rotor-Nacelle Assembly
(RNA). Roughly speaking, everything below the RNA can be considered the support
structure.
Many variations of support structures exist. On concept level there are either
bottom fixed support structures or the emerging floating support structures. Some
of the types of support structures are shown in Fig. 1.1. Common for every type of
support is that they are attached to the RNA by a tower. The tower consists, in most
cases, of slightly conical tubular steel members that are typically manufactured in
sections of 20-30 m. For onshore turbines, the tower spans all the way to the ground
where it is fixed to the turbine foundation. Different turbine foundation types exist
2
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where the geotechnical conditions of the soil at the installation site together with the
turbine size and type governs the choice of foundation. For offshore wind turbines,
the tower is connected to a substructure by a Transition Piece (TP).
The type of substructure and TP depends on preference and installation site.
Most offshore wind turbines have been installed in shallow waters. At such sites,
the monopile substructure, see Fig. 1.1 (a), is the typical choice. The monopile is rela-
tively easy to install and has low production costs. Moreover, the monopile is a proven
technology, which is very important for funding (Seidel, 2014). For a monopile, the
TP typically consists of a conical connection, where small brackets on the inside of the
bottom of the tower temporarily carry the load before a grouted connection between
tower and monopile can be established. Some issues with this type of grouted con-
nection have occurred, and it is estimated to be an industry-wide problem affecting
hundreds of towers. For instance in Horns Rev I, settlements of the foundation have
been found. Thus, the brackets carry part of the in-service loading. However, they are
only designed to carry a temporary load during installation. Monopiles are in general
feasible to about 30 m of water depth. In deeper waters the fabrication costs can be
too high and installation processes such as pile driving may become too problematic
(de Vries, 2011). It must be noted that a new generation of monopiles, the so-called
XL monopiles, are being developed with the aim of installation in deeper waters.
Since shallow water sites are limited, the industry is also providing solutions for
deeper waters. For a water depth of approximately 30-60 m the three or four-legged
jacket, see Fig. 1.1 (d-e), is currently considered the most cost effective solution. Float-
ing support structures are also applicable in this water depth. Floating support struc-
tures have a large advantage in installation costs. However, the concept of floating
support structures is still in a very preliminary stage, with the first floating offshore
wind park Hywind Scotland Pilot Park with five 6 MW turbines beginning produc-
tion in 2017. Many of the floating support solutions are feasible for a large range of
water depths, including very deep waters. The Hywind Scotland Pilot Park is going
to be installed in approximately 95-120 m deep water.
Jacket structures have been used in the oil and gas industry for many years, there-
fore much knowhow and many production facilities already exist. While this gives
invaluable insight into the structure and design process, both the supply chain and
structural demands are very different in the wind energy sector as compared with the
oil and gas sector. Therefore, the costs of jackets are projected to decrease significantly
when better mass-production facilities that are specialized to provide jackets for wind
energy purposes are established.
Jacket structures are much less sensitive to hydrodynamic loading as compared
with monopiles, and they are both light and stable structures. Additionally, the en-
vironmental impact of the installation process is much less, as the piles driven into
the seabed are much smaller in diameter. It is projected that for installation site types
that are 125 km from port and are 35 m deep and use 8 MW turbines, jackets will be
used for almost half of the market in 2020, and three quarters of the market in 2025
(Valpy and English, 2014). In sites of 35 m of water depth jackets are attractive since
they typically require 40-50% less steel as compared with monopiles (Qyatt et al.,
2014). However, the jacket is more complex to produce due to the large number of
welded connections, and is also more difficult to install due to the complex piling pro-
3
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)
Fig. 1.1: Different types of support structures for offshore wind turbines. (a) Monopile, (b)
tripod, (c) tripile, (d) jacket, (e) three-legged jacket, (f) full-height lattice tower, (g) gravity base
structure, (h) suction bucket monotower, (i) full truss tower, (j) compliant structure, (k) spar
floater, (l) barge floater, (m) semi-submersible floater, (n) tension leg. Figures adapted from
de Vries (2011).
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1.2: (a) OWEC jacket being transported to Alpha Ventus, Germany. (b) Senvion 5 MW
turbines installed at Alpha Ventus. Courtesy of offshorewind.biz and power-technology.com.
cess that requires high precision. Thus, it is important to develop new and effective
design methods for jacket structures for wind turbines to ensure that the levelized
cost of offshore wind energy on deeper waters is comparable to shallow waters. One
of the important failure modes to consider when designing jacket structures is fatigue.
1.4 Fatigue failure
Fatigue is progressive weakening of a material subjected to cyclic loading conditions.
The fatigue process involves both crack initiation, crack propagation, and structural
failure.
Fatigue is one of the most important failure modes in engineering, being re-
sponsible for approximately 50% to 90% of all mechanical failures (Stephens et al.,
2000). In 1978 it was estimated that fracture-related costs in the United States were
99 billion USD (in 1978 dollars), corresponding to 4.4% of the gross national product
(Reed et al., 1983). Fatigue is a local phenomena, that is generally caused by an excess
of deformations. Thus, it is imperative to understand the stress and strain state of a
fatigue-loaded structure in order to adequately investigate for fatigue. Overall, two
types of fatigue exist, i.e. low-cycle fatigue and high-cycle fatigue.
Low-cycle metal fatigue is typically associated with plastic deformations, and the
low-cycle fatigue analysis is often based on strain-based models. Due to the plas-
tic deformations, low-cycle fatigue models often include work hardening/softening.
Generally speaking, low-cycle fatigue is when fatigue failure occurs with less than
10, 000 load cycles. High-cycle metal fatigue is often investigated using stress-based
models as the material typically only experiences elastic deformations.
An excessive amount of different fatigue criteria exist for both low- and high-
5
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cycle fatigue of metals. The criteria depend on the material properties (ductile or
brittle material), loading conditions (proportional or non-proportional, uniaxial or
multiaxial), and depending on the specimen investigated (surface treatments, notch
effects, ambient temperature) etc.
Fatigue in metals is still an ongoing research subject, where especially multiaxial
and non-proportional loading is investigated (Socie and Marquis, 1999). This type of
loading condition is very common in engineering, e.g. in a jacket structure for an
offshore wind turbine. In this work it is investigated how gradient-based techniques
for structural optimization including fatigue can be formulated.
1.5 Optimization methods
Engineering optimization, sometimes referred to as design optimization, is a method
of applying mathematical optimization techniques to engineering problems. Mathe-
matical optimization can be described as finding optimal values for a set of parameters
(design variables), that minimize or maximize a cost function (the objective function),
while satisfying the problem constraints. Applied to mechanical engineering, this
could be finding an optimal shape of a side mirror in a car, that minimizes the drag
while still satisfying manufacturing constraints, design constraints, and structural in-
tegrity constraints. This example can naturally also be handled by conventional de-
sign methods based on intuition, experience, and heuristics. However, conventional
design methods often have a very strict limit on the allowable design iterations before
it becomes too costly to further optimize a design. Using a mathematical optimization
approach, numerous design iterations can be achieved in very little time.
Structural optimization is typically addressed using at least one of the following
three optimization methods: (i) sizing optimization, (ii) shape optimization, and/or
(iii) topology optimization, see Fig. 1.3. Sizing optimization is finding an optimized
size of a design by varying sizing parameters such as thickness, diameter, length, and
width. This method often requires some conceptual design before being applicable,
e.g. an initial jacket design based on a 8 MW turbine, which needs to be adapted to
withstand the loads from a 10 MW turbine. This can be achieved by optimizing the
cross sectional properties of the jacket. Shape optimization is defining the outer geom-
etry of a given structure. Again, some initial design needs to be provided. Topology
optimization can be thought of as an optimal material distribution problem within a
specified design domain. This method has a very large design freedom, and often
very little needs to be known about the optimal material distribution beforehand. In
this thesis, both sizing and topology optimization are addressed.
The optimization problem must be solved using an adequate technique. Many
different optimization techniques exist to solve nonlinear programming problems,
but they can generally be classified by three methods. The three methods are zero-
order methods like metaheuristics, first-order methods such as Sequential Linear Pro-
gramming (SLP), and second order methods like Sequential Quadratic Programming
(SQP).
Zero-order methods such as metaheuristics only rely on cost and constraint func-
tion values. Therefore, zero-order methods are also referred to as gradient-free meth-
ods. The methods are very easy to apply to even very complicated structural analysis
6
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 1.3: (a): Sizing optimization, (b): Shape optimization, (c): Topology optimization. Figure
adapted from Bendsøe and Sigmund (2004).
problems. Most metaheuristics are based on observations in nature where some of
the more popular algorithms are Genetic algorithm (GA, see Deb et al. (2002)), Par-
ticle Swarm Optimization (PSO, see Kennedy (2011)), and Simulated Annealing (SA,
see Kirkpatrick et al. (1983)). A large amount of metaheuristics exists, but common
for all is that they, in general, need many more function evaluations than SLP and
SQP methods before reaching an optimum. Metaheuristics are used widely in both
research and in industry, and the large appeal of the methods lie in the fast and easy
implementation of the methods.
First-order methods like SLP is a class of methods that utilize the gradients (Ja-
cobian) of the cost and constraint functions with respect to the design variables to
solve first order approximations of the model. Thus, a Design Sensitivity Analysis
(DSA) must be performed, which for implicit structural problems can be very compu-
tationally expensive. It is a requirement that the optimization problem is at least once
differentiable. If the sensitivity analysis can be performed effectively, it can be a much
faster approach than e.g. metaheuristics, since much fewer function evaluations are
typically necessary.
Second-order methods like SQP require second-order information (Hessian) of
the objective and constraint functions. The second-order derivatives can be com-
putationally expensive and difficult to evaluate and is therefore often approximated
using first-order information. SQP methods generally converge faster than both meta-
heuristics and SLP approaches, as more information is provided to the optimization
algorithm.
There exists a variety of other first- and second-order optimization algorithms for
structural optimization, but they have not been applied in the innovations of this PhD
study and is therefore outside the scope of this thesis.
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1.6 Objectives of the PhD project
The overall objective of the PhD study is to develop analytical gradient-based opti-
mization methods for fatigue-loaded structures applicable to the design of offshore
wind turbine substructures. The methods are developed within a finite element
framework such that the methods are generic, and such that they can be combined
with work from other partners within the ABYSS project. The methods must be viable
for both conceptual and preliminary design of offshore wind turbines. The primary
topics are:
• Effective finite-life fatigue sizing optimization of jacket structures considering
large load cases and offshore standards.
• Validity of different gradient-based optimization approaches to optimal design
of jacket structures.
• Identification of important structural parameters from an optimization point-
of-view.
• Topology optimization for fatigue.
These topics have been decided partly by the original research application, partly by
discussions with partners in the project, and partly by the authors personal desire to
investigate certain aspects of fatigue-constrained structural optimization.
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State-of-the-art
This section is comprised of two parts. One part describes state-of-the-art of optimiza-
tion of support structures for offshore wind turbines, while the second part describes
state-of-the art topology optimization with fatigue constraints. The section will also
give a brief introduction to the key methodologies applied by the author.
2.1 Structural optimization of support structures
The optimal design of support structures for wind turbines is a nontrivial task
(Muskulus and Schafhirt, 2014). A wind turbine consists of numerous structural and
electrical parts that are highly coupled. Thus, in an ideal optimization framework,
all components should be treated as design variables and analyzed in time-domain
considering all effects and non-linearities. Additionally, the optimization should be
fully coupled to a wind farm layout optimization including site- and weather data
and wake effects. This is currently not near possible. Therefore, it is common practice
to optimize for a specific part of the wind turbine individually well-knowing that it
affects the performance of other parts. This section seeks to first describe the difficul-
ties involved in modeling and optimization of offshore support structures for wind
turbines, and secondly to present an overview of state-of-the-art research in the field
of structural optimization of support structures.
Wind turbine support structures must typically withstand highly complex loading
conditions for 20 years. The larger turbines used today have very flexible blades that
are very susceptible to dynamic effects. Both the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic
loadings are difficult to determine and are both exposed to environmental changes.
The wind flow is turbulent, and in most wind farms, direction-dependent wake effects
are present. Wave loads and currents are also affecting the structure, and can have
a large influence on the structural design. Certain special environmental phenomena
may occur and must also be addressed, e.g. wind gusts and 50-year waves.
Soil-conditions can vary and are typically time-dependent due to soil stiffening
effects. Additionally, jackets are submerged in seawater with varying salinity and
temperature. The jackets are also exposed to microbiological influenced corrosion.
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Corrosion can typically be detected and addressed by divers. However, this is an
expensive process, and corrosion on the inside of flooded members cannot be investi-
gated by divers.
The numerical simulations of offshore wind turbines are very computationally ex-
pensive. In state-of-the-art simulation software, the rotor models are typically based
on Blade Element Momentum theory (BEM), and the software are capable of predict-
ing large deflections, and handle complex dynamic inflow and dynamic stall. Dif-
ferent wind, turbulence, and wake models are also available in most software. The
structural parts are typically modeled using multibody formulations with linear Tim-
oshenko or Bernoulli-Euler beam elements. Most software computes hydrodynamic
loading using Morrison equation, based on different types of water kinematic models.
Typically, linear wave theory is applied.
Numerical optimization methods can assist in the design of support structures
to find near optimal designs. However, due to the complexity and large amount of
load cases, state-of-the-art optimization methods are primarily being applied in the
preliminary design phase. In this phase, many assumptions can be made to reduce
both the simulation complexity and the computational cost.
Gradient-free methods have been applied in the optimization of support struc-
tures. The primary arguments of choosing gradient-free methods in this framework
is that the analyses are highly complex and some part of the analysis code may be
non-differentiable. Additionally, it is easy to implement discrete variables in the op-
timization, which is typically difficult with gradient-based optimization. The down-
side to gradient-free methods, in this setting, is that the simulations are typically very
time-consuming, and it is therefore desirable to have as few function evaluations as
possible.
To greatly reduce the computational costs, static loads are widely applied in
the optimal design of support structures problem. In Uys et al. (2007) an onshore
monopile structure is optimized with respect to manufacturing and material costs by
varying the ring stiffeners using a search algorithm. The optimization is constrained
by buckling constraints and static wind loads are applied. Long et al. (2011) present
an improved design of a full-height lattice tower by altering the bottom leg distance
(the footprint) while satisfying buckling constraints. In Perelmuter and Yurchenko
(2013), a monopile tower height and diameters and thicknesses are optimized subject
to Ultimate Limit State (ULS) constraints. Dynamic factors are included to account
for fluctuations in the wind loads. In Gentils et al. (2017), an offshore monopile is
optimized by combining commercial analysis software with a genetic algorithm. In
their optimization, they consider both Fatigue Limit State (FLS) and ULS constraints.
The fatigue load is reduced to a static load using the Damage Equivalent Load (DEL)
method, as explained in Section 2.1.3.
Frequency domain analysis is often applied in wind energy engineering due to
the computational benefits. In the frequency domain, many load series can be in-
vestigated in a very short time. Optimization of support structures using frequency
analysis is investigated in Thiry et al. (2011). They optimize a monopile structure us-
ing a genetic algorithm and consider both ULS and FLS constraints, but disregard
aerodynamic damping and assume a rigid rotor. In Long and Moe (2012), the bot-
tom leg distance of a tripod is improved based on a frequency domain analysis and
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fatigue constraints. The aerodynamic damping is estimated using a linear dashpot
element. They compare their design for FLS with their design for ULS and find that
the fatigue-driven design is heavier.
Time-domain analysis is the approach recommended by offshore standards. How-
ever, it is also by far the most computationally expensive approach. Some of the first
work on optimization of support structures modeled in time-domain is demonstrated
in Yoshida (2006), where an integrated analysis is combined with a genetic algorithm
to optimize an onshore monopile. The diameters, wall thicknesses, and the locations
of flanges on the tower are optimized. Using state-of-the-art integrated analysis soft-
ware the modeling accuracy is high, but so are the computational costs. In Zwick et al.
(2012) a full-height lattice tower is optimized for member thickness. One load time-
history is included and recalculated in each design iteration. It is observed that there
exists a weak coupling between members. In Schafhirt et al. (2016) the weak coupling
is exploited, and the Stress Concentration Factors of connections (SCFs, explained
in detail in Section 2.1.2) are optimized independently of the structural analysis. In
Pasamontes et al. (2014) and in Schafhirt et al. (2014), a genetic algorithm is applied to
the optimization of a jacket structure subject to FLS and ULS constraints. The analysis
is performed using integrated software, and only one load case is included in both
works.
Gradient-based optimization with finite difference approximated gradients have
also been applied to support structures analyzed in time-domain. Finite-difference
schemes can be effective as only function evaluations are necessary. Thus, the im-
plementation work is near equivalent of gradient-free methods. However, it has
been observed that finite difference approximations of especially FLS constraints are
highly perturbation dependent (Chew et al., 2015; Oest et al., 2017b; Chew, 2017). In
Ashuri et al. (2014) reduction of the levelized cost of energy is achieved by gradient-
based optimization of turbine and tower. The gradients are determined by finite
difference schemes. ULS, FLS and frequency constraints are included. The work
was extended to include wind farm layout optimization in Ashuri et al. (2016). The
industrial demonstration of a jacket optimization in Gerzen et al. (2017) uses a semi-
analytical adjoint formulation of the design sensitivities of the fatigue constraints. In
their work, the welded sections are modeled using shell elements, and they optimize
for thickness. The many weld nodes are aggregated using P-norm functions into 48
constraints corresponding to one constraint in each weld line.
Recently, analytical gradient-based optimization of support structures has been
developed. In Chew et al. (2016); Chew (2017) optimization of a jacket structure con-
sidering frequency, ULS and FLS constraints is solved. The aerodynamic loading is
based on a bottom-fixed turbine, and the aerodynamic damping is estimated by a
spring and a dash-pot at tower top in the fore-aft direction. The optimization in-
cludes a large amount of loads in the fatigue analysis and they consider all relevant
wind-speeds.
It must be mentioned that other approaches to structural optimization of offshore
structures exist, e.g. probabilistic and robust optimizations, but they are not covered
in this thesis.
The following section gives a brief introduction to a state-of-the-art approach to
gradient-based optimization of jacket structures. The framework is limited to opti-
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Fig. 2.1: Beam element with local coordinates (x,y,z) and global coordinates (X,Y,Z).
mization of diameters and wall-thicknesses in time-domain using beam finite element
theory. Both static (DEL), quasi-static, and dynamic modeling is applied. Methods of
generating aerodynamic and hydrodynamic loads are presented. The fatigue analysis
and design sensitivities using each of the three methods are presented, and computa-
tional effort and accuracy are discussed.
2.1.1 Finite element analysis of jacket support structures
It is common practice to analyze jacket support structures using beam finite element
theory. Both 2-node Bernoulli-Euler and Timoshenko elements (Cook et al., 2002) are
widely applied. Jackets are in general slender structures, hence the differences in
the analyses using the two different beam formulations are very small. The beam
elements have six degrees-of-freedom in each node, with a local element displacement
vector ue for all elements ne given by:
ue = [u
1
x u
1
y u
1
z θ
1
x θ
1
y θ
1
z u
2
x u
2
y u
2
z θ
2
x θ
2
y θ
2
z ]
T (2.1)
The superscript refers to the node number, and ux, uy, uz and θx, θy, θz are the displace-
ments and rotations, respectively, see Fig. 2.1. The element stiffness matrix, Ke, and
consistent mass matrix, Me, are explicit functions of the design variables (diameters
and thicknesses), and are in global coordinates given by:
Ke(x) =
∫
Ve
BT(x)EB(x)dVe (2.2)
Me(x) =
∫
Ve
ρe N
T(x)N(x)dVe (2.3)
Here B is the strain-displacement matrix, E is the constitutive matrix, N contains the
shape functions, ρe and Ve are the material density and volume for beam element e,
respectively. By assembly over all ne elements, the global stiffness matrix K and mass
matrix M are obtained.
Structural damping can be included by assuming Rayleigh damping (also known
as proportional damping). With this assumption, the damping matrix C can be de-
scribed as:
C = αM + βK (2.4)
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The mass proportional α and stiffness proportional β parameters are determined by
(Cook et al., 2002):
ξ =
1
2
( α
ω
+ βω
)
(2.5)
Thus, the damping is a function of the structural frequency ω. By selecting a design
spectrum between two known frequencies and choosing damping values at these two
frequencies, the damping coefficients can be determined. Alternatively, the damping
can be tuned at a single frequency, e.g. the first fore-aft frequency. To solve the above
equation using only one frequency, the damping can be assumed to be at a minimum
at the selected frequency. Thus, the derivative of the damping with respect to that
frequency is zero.
Three approaches to modelling the fatigue are presented in this thesis, and the
structural response is found differently for each of the methods:
M(x)ü(x, t) + C(x)u̇(x, t) + K(x)u(x, t) = P(t) (dynamic analysis) (2.6)
K(x)u(x, t) = P(t) (quasi-static analysis) (2.7)
K(x)uDEL(x) = PDEL (static analysis) (2.8)
P is a time-history load corresponding to the time-dependent aerodynamic and hy-
drodynamic loading. The time-history load is used to construct the damage equiv-
alent load PDEL. ü, u̇, and u are the vectors of structural acceleration, velocity and
displacement, respectively, and uDEL is the structural response to the DEL.
It is possible to include the soil-structure interaction in the finite element model
in a variety of ways. However, for jackets for offshore wind turbines, the soil has only
very little impact on the overall frequency, and the soil damping has practically no
impact on the dynamic behavior or the fatigue (Seidel, 2014).
2.1.2 Loading conditions
In the verification of offshore support structures, many large Design Load Cases
(DLC) must be applied. The load cases must represent a variety of situations of the
turbine such as idling, operation, emergency stop etc. Additionally, the aerodynamic
and hydrodynamic loading must represent everything from calm weather to extreme
weather conditions with 50-years waves. In Table 2.1, a simplified overview of the
load cases suggested by the offshore standard from DNV (2013) is shown. The pro-
posed load cases are closely related to those from the onshore and offshore standard
by IEC (2005, 2009).
A typical time-history load consists of ten minutes real time that is discretized
into 30,000 load steps in the simulation. For a single load case, six of these ten minute
time history loads for each relevant mean wind speed are required. Additionally,
there may be variations in load direction, wave direction, yaw misalignment etc. Con-
sequently, several thousand time-history loads are required in the verification of wind
turbine components. A very limited amount of software can handle these very com-
plicated and specialized numerical simulations. The numerical simulations are com-
putationally very costly, and none of the state-of-the-art software perform simulations
of detailed wind turbine models faster than real-time (Muskulus and Schafhirt, 2014).
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Design situation DLC Wind condition Wave condition
Wind and wave
directionality
Other conditions Type
Power production
1.1 NTM NSS
Codirectional in
one direction
For extrapolation of
extreme events
ULS
1.2 NTM NSS
Codirectional in
one direction
FLS
1.3 ETM NSS
Codirectional in
one direction
ULS
1.4 ECD NSS Misaligned ULS
1.5 EWS NSS
Codirectional in
one direction
ULS
1.6a NTM SSS
Codirectional in
one direction
ULS
1.6b NTM SWH
Codirectional in
one direction
ULS
Power production
plus occurence
of fault
2.1 NTM NSS
Codirectional in
one direction
Control system fault or loss of
electrical connection
ULS
2.2 NTM NSS
Codirectional in
one direction
Protection system fault or
preceding internal electrical fault
ULS
2.3a EOG NSS
Codirectional in
one direction
External or internal electrical fault including
loss of electrical network connection
ULS
2.3b NTM NSS
Codirectional in
one direction
External or internal electrical fault including
loss of electrical network connection
ULS
2.4 NTM NSS
Codirectional in
one direction
Control or protection system fault
including loss of electrical network
FLS
Start up
3.1 NWP NSS
Codirectional in
one direction
FLS
3.2 EOG NSS
Codirectional in
one direction
ULS
3.3 EDC NSS Misaligned ULS
Normal shutdown
4.1 NWP NSS
Codirectional in
one direction
FLS
4.2 EOG NSS
Codirectional in
one direction
ULS
Emergency shutdown 5.1 NTM NSS
Codirectional in
one direction
ULS
Parked (standing
still or idling)
6.1a EWM ESS
Misaligned
multiple directions
ULS
6.1b EWM RWH
Misaligned
multiple directions
ULS
6.1c RWM EWH
Misaligned
multiple directions
ULS
6.2a EWM ESS
Misaligned
multiple directions
Loss of electrical
network connection
ULS
6.2b EWM RWH
Misaligned
multiple directions
Loss of electrical
network connection
ULS
6.3a EWM ESS
Misaligned
multiple directions
Extreme yaw-misalignment ULS
6.3b EWM RWH
Misaligned
multiple directions
Extreme yaw-misalignment ULS
6.4 NTM NSS
Codirectional in
multiple directions
Extreme yaw-misalignment FLS
Parked and
fault conditions
7.1a EWM ESS
Misaligned
multiple directions
ULS
7.1b EWM RWH
Misaligned
multiple directions
ULS
7.1c RWM RWH
Misaligned
multiple directions
ULS
7.2 NTM NSS
Codirectional in
multiple directions
ULS
Table 2.1: Proposed various environmental conditions as given in DNV (2013). The table have
been simplified. Abbreviations are: Normal Turbulence Model (NTM), Extreme Turbulence
Model (ETM), Extreme Coherent gust with Direction change (ECD), Extreme Wind Shear (EWS),
Extreme Operating Gust (EOG), Normal Wind Profile (NWP), Extreme Direction Change (EDC),
Extreme Wind speed Model (EWM), Reduced Wind speed Model (RWM), Normal Sea State
(NSS), Severe Sea State (SSS), Severe Wave Height (SWH), Extreme Sea State (ESS), Reduced
Wave Height (RWH), and Extreme Wind Height (EWH).
The large amount of DLCs involved in the verification of a wind turbine com-
ponent is currently much too large to handle in an optimization framework. In the
very preliminary design phases of a jacket structure, it may be sufficient to include
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only DLC 1.2 for FLS purposes. This DLC represents the core loads a turbine is sub-
jected to, i.e. the normal operational conditions. Normal operation for ULS can be
represented by including DLC 1.3. DLC 6.1a and/or 6.1b are also considered very
important for preliminary design. These DLCs are used to address a parked turbine
subjected to extreme weather conditions.
In the following subsections the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic loading condi-
tions in a state-of-the-art gradient based optimization framework will be described
and discussed. Note that the loading condition is assumed fixed throughout the opti-
mization. Thus, the design sensitivity analysis does not contain information on how
the load changes with design changes. If the loading conditions are very sensitive to
design changes, the optimization may provide poor and unrealistic designs. In Pa-
per B an optimization of the cross sections of the OC4 reference jacket (Vorpahl et al.,
2011) with the NREL 5 MW baseline turbine (Jonkman et al., 2009) showed that with
a very large reduction in mass, the damage caused by the aerodynamic and hydrody-
namic loadings did not change significantly when compared with initial design.
Aerodynamic loading
Aerodynamic loading is complicated to include in a gradient-based optimization
framework. In state-of-the-art integrated time-domain simulation software, an aero-
elastic simulation under inflow turbulence environment is performed. This is, how-
ever, not possible in finite element-based optimization software. Especially estimat-
ing the aeroelastic damping within an acceptable accuracy is complicated, as this is
highly dependent on the movements of the blades (modeled using BEM). The follow-
ing describes a method for producing a force and moment time-series that mimics the
time-dependent aerodynamic loading and damping from the integrated analysis.
Initially, a full simulation of an RNA with dynamic inflow with a fixed boundary
at the bottom of the RNA, corresponding to where it is mounted on the tower, is per-
formed. The reaction forces and moments fRNA in this clamped node are extracted.
These types of loads are often applied directly in an optimization framework, but then
the dynamics caused by the moving of the RNA is not accounted for. By performing
two additional analyses these effects can be included.
An analysis without aerodynamics and using only the fixed rotor loads applied
at tower top is performed. The displacements uDC from this decoupled analysis are
compared with displacements uFC caused by a fully coupled aeroelastic integrated
analysis. The differences in displacements u = uFC − uDC are then corrected for by ap-
plying corrective loads fDeCon in addition to the fixed rotor loads. Ideally, a force and
moment series fRL = fDeCon + fRNA will then present the same displacements as a
fully integrated analysis. The method of determining these loads is here described for
a single degree-of-freedom system, but can be extended to multi degree-of-freedom
systems (Passon and Branner, 2013). The process is sketched in Fig. 2.2.
The effect of a load f (t) on a linear system at time t = τ can be thought of as the
effect of an infinitesimal impulse load. For t > τ, the response is:
du(t; τ) = h(t − τ) f (τ)dτ (2.9)
h(t) is the so-called Impulse Response Function (IRF). The response u(t) is only sup-
ported for [0; t], and can be determined by the Duhamel integral (Clough and Penzien,
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uDCuFC
u=uFC - uDC
fDeCon
fRL=fDeCon+fRNA
fRNA
fRNA
Fig. 2.2: The load generation process. Differences in displacements u from a fully coupled
integrated analysis uFC and displacements from decoupled analysis uDC using fixed rotor loads
fRNA are used to calculate a corrective force fDeCon using the deconvolution method. The rotor
loads fRL are then the sum of the fixed rotor loads and the corrective loads.
1975):
u(t) =
∫ t
0
h(t − τ) f (τ)dτ (2.10)
un =
n−1
∑
i=0
hn−i fi ∆t (2.11)
In the discretized expression, un is the displacement at time-step n, h the discretized
IRF, f the discretized excitation, and ∆t the time step. Using the convolution formula
in an inverse manner, i.e. a deconvolution, gives the input force for a response. Thus,
the discretized equation can be rewritten to present the force fn at time step n:
fn =
1
h1
(
un
∆t
−
n−1
∑
i=1
(hn+1−i fi)
)
(2.12)
This equation is used directly to calculate the corrective force, fDeCon. By this method,
the aerodynamic damping is, in a way, included directly in the loading.
In the original work by Passon and Branner (2013), the method was not compared
to state-of-the-art integrated analyses. However, in Paper B this comparison is made.
In Fig. 2.3 the power spectral density of the displacement at tower top in wind direc-
tion for a low and high mean wind speed is shown for both the fully integrated state-
of-the-art analysis, here performed using commercial software FEDEM Windpower
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Fig. 2.3: Figure based on work from Paper B. Power spectral density of tower-top displacement
in wind direction from a fully integrated analysis compared with an analysis using in-house
software and deconvoluted rotor loads. Note that both structural frequencies and blade passing
frequencies are captured correctly. The shown results are using the OC4 jacket and NREL 5 MW
baseline turbine subjected to DLC 1.2.
(Fedem Technology AS, Trondheim, Norway, version R7.2.1), and using in-house soft-
ware with deconvoluted tower-top loads determined using the described method. A
very good match is observed. Small errors are expected as the simulations are not
equal. For instance, Bernoulli-Euler beam elements and HHT Newmark-β time in-
tegration with α = 0.1 are used in FEDEM Windpower. In the in-house software,
Timoshenko beam elements and standard Newmark-β time integration are used.
Hydrodynamic loading
Hydrodynamic loading is a combination of wind-induced waves, which is a local
phenomena, and swell, which are generated by distant weather systems. The sea state
is determined by modeling of the sea surfaces and wave kinematics. The sea surface
is characterized by a wave spectrum, e.g. the JONSWAP spectrum (Hasselmann et al.,
1973). The kinematics can be computed using using linear wave theory. Linear wave
kinematics only apply to the still water level. To extent the linear wave theory above
still water level, Wheeler stretching (Wheeler, 1970) is applied. To model the waves,
water depth, wave height, and wave period must be known. These values are typically
determined by the metocean data, see e.g. Fischer et al. (2010) for an example of data.
Using the wave kinematics, the force exerted on the jacket members is determined
using the Morison equation (Morison et al., 1950). For a fixed body, the force fw is
given by:
fw = ρwCmVu̇ +
1
2
ρwCd Au|u| (2.13)
ρw is the water density, Cm is the inertia coefficient, and Cd is the drag coefficient.
V = 14 πD
2 is the volume of the body per unit cylinder length, and A = D is area
per unit cylinder length, with D being the outer diameter of the member. The water
particle velocity u and acceleration u̇ are perpendicular to the cylinder. This is not
always true in a jacket structure, and the forces need to be reoriented. The tangential
contributions are typically ignored.
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The wave kinematics can vary significantly within the large space occupied by a
jacket. Consequently, the wave kinematics at a time t is given for the part of the jacket
that comes in contact with waves first. Then, other parts of the jacket are touched at a
delayed time determined by the distance and the average wave velocity.
Note that if the diameter is not small compared with the wave-length, diffraction
effects should be taken into account. This is primarily important for monopiles, and
is therefore ignored in the present work.
In general, hydrodynamic loading does not contribute much to the structural re-
sponse of jackets, and can be left out in FLS assessments during the early design
phases (Seidel, 2014; Oest et al., 2017a).
Stress analysis
For linearly elastic conditions without prestress, the element stresses σe(u(x, t), x) are
obtained by:
σe(ue (x, t), x) = EB(x)ue(x, t) (2.14)
The Det Norske Veritas recommended practice (DNV, 2014) suggests that all
welded connections undergo a fatigue analysis. Welded connections contain high
residual stresses caused by uneven contraction of the material during cooling. The
residual stresses are difficult to determine. Moreover, two similar welds will often
have different levels of residual stresses. For this reason, the recommended fatigue
analysis disregard mean stress contributions. Additionally, as offshore support struc-
tures are highly dominated by normal stresses, shear stress contributions to the fa-
tigue damage are neglected.
The most common fatigue assessment of jacket structures is using the so-called
Hot Spot Stress (HSS) method. In the HSS method, a number of hotspots (typically
eight) in the circumference of each welded connection are investigated. The increase
in stresses in hot spots is due to changes in geometry in the welded connections. The
HSS is not correctly captured by a beam finite element analysis, but can be estimated
using Stress Concentration Factors (SCFs) applied to the nominal stresses. Thus, the
SCFs are defined as the ratio between the nominal stress and the HSS.
The parametric SCFs for tubular joints recommended by DNV (2014) have
been derived using 3D shell finite element analyses (Efthymiou and Durkin, 1985;
Efthymiou, 1988). The SCFs are explicitly dependent on the design variables, and are
also dependent on the connection type and the loading condition. Additionally, there
are separate SCFs for each normal stress component. The nominal bending stresses
in an element can be determined by:
[σNe (ue (x, t), x) σ
MIP
e (ue (x, t), x) σ
MOP
e (ue (x, t), x)]
T = EBxx(x)ue(x, t) (2.15)
Here Bxx is the strain-displacement matrix including only terms regarding normal
stresses. The superscript indicates that the stress is caused by normal force (N), by
in-plane bending (MIP), and by out-of-plane (MOP) bending. The eight hot spot
locations are distributed as seen in Fig. 2.4. The HSS for location i is determined by
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Fig. 2.4: Hot Spot Stresses in the circumference of a weld. Figure adapted from DNV (2014).
scaling each normal stress component with separate SCFs:
σi(ue (x, t), x) = [SCF
N
i (x) SCF
MIP
i (x) SCF
MOP
i (x)]


σNe (ue (x, t), x)
σMIPe (ue (x, t), x)
σMOPe (ue (x, t), x)

 (2.16)
These scaled stresses are used directly in the S-N-based fatigue analysis. To simplify
the notation, the dependencies on the design variables x and state variables u will not
be indicated in the rest of the section.
2.1.3 Fatigue limit state analysis
The recommended practice follows the typical approach to a stress-based high-cycle
fatigue analysis. The fatigue analysis can be described by three subsequent steps:
1. Determine amplitude stresses from stress history using rainflow counting.
2. Relate stress amplitudes to expected number of cycles to failure using S-N data.
3. Accumulate all fractions of damage using Palmgren-Miner’s rule.
The application of these procedures within a jacket optimization framework will be
explained in the following.
Rainflow counting
Almost all engineering structures are subject to some form of variable amplitude
loading. It is desirable to reduce the variable stress spectrum into stress amplitudes,
which can be applied to a damage criterion. For this purpose, rainflow counting
can be applied (Matsuishi and Endo, 1968). Rainflow counting consists of just a few
steps, demonstrated in Fig. 2.5. A signal, e.g. a stress time-history, is reduced to
peaks and valleys. From these peaks and valleys, the stress cycles are determined. The
information provided by subjecting a stress spectrum to a rainflow counting algorithm
is typically:
• Stress amplitude
• Stress mean
• Number of cycles (half or full)
• Begin time of cycle
• Period of cycle
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(a) (b)
1. Half-cycle, up
2. Half-cycle, down
3. Half-cycle, up
4. Half-cycle, down
(c)
Fig. 2.5: (a) A variable amplitude signal is given to to the rainflow counting algorithm. (b) Peaks
and vallyes are identified. (c) Cycles are identified from the peaks and valleys.
The stress amplitude, stress mean, and number of cycles are directly applicable to
many stress-based fatigue criteria. The begin time of a cycle and the period of a cycle
are important in the design sensitivity analysis, such that the correct displacement
sensitivities can be calculated to a corresponding stress cycle. This is further explained
in Section 2.1.6.
A great feature of rainflow counting is that it allows for the application of S-N
data and cumulative fatigue laws. Note that traditional rainflow counting algorithms
do not take into account the sequence of loading. Additionally, they process just one
signal at a time (e.g. normal stress or a reference stress such as the von Mises stress).
S-N relations
S-N relations are used to relate a stress range (or stress amplitude) to an expected
number of cycles to failure. Typically, S-N curves are derived by fatigue tests of
relatively small specimens, where the majority of the fatigue life is associated with
crack growth. However, tests of tubular joints are typically of larger sizes where
redistribution of stresses during crack growth is possible. In the test of tubular joints,
the crack can grow both through the thickness but also along the joint before fracture
occurs. The applied S-N curves are from DNV (2014), where the number of cycles are
determined by through-thickness cracks. The S-N relation is given by:
logNij = logā − mlog∆σij (2.17)
Nij is the estimated cycles to failure for location i and stress cycle j. m is the negative
inverse slope of the S-N curve, and logā is the intercept of the logN-axis of the S-N
curve. The S-N curves are based on the mean minus two standard deviation curves of
the Gaussian distribution and are therefore predicting a 97.7% probability of survival.
Thus:
logā = loga − 2slogN (2.18)
loga is the intercept of the mean S-N curve with the logN-axis and slogN is the stan-
dard deviation of logN. The thickness of a plate can influence the fatigue strength of
a welded joint, and can be accounted for by a thickness correction term on the S-N
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data:
logNij = logā − mlog
(
∆σij
(
t
tref
)k
)
(2.19)
Here t is the thickness, tref is the reference thickness, and k is the thickness exponent.
If all steel is assumed submerged in seawater, the applied S-N data for tubular joints
is given as:
t = max(t, tref) k =
{
0.25, if SCF ≤ 10.0
0.30, otherwise.
logā =
{
11.764, if ∆σij ≥ 83.41MPa
15.606, otherwise.
m =
{
3.0, if ∆σij ≥ 83.41MPa
5.0, otherwise.
(2.20)
The above values are valid for cathodic protected steel with a yield strength up to 550
MPa. For more details on S-N curves for offshore steel structures, see DNV (2014).
The estimated cycles to failure Nij as determined by the S-N data allows for direct use
of cumulative damage laws.
Cumulative laws
The recommended practice suggests to apply the most well-known cumulative law,
i.e. Palmgren-Miner’s linear damage hypothesis (also referred to as Palmgren-Miner’s
rule or Miner’s rule) developed by Palmgren (1924) and made popular by Miner
(1945). The rule states that the accumulated damage, Di , in location i can be estimated
by:
Di =
nj
∑
j=1
nij
Nij
≤ η (2.21)
Here nij is the number of cycles for the stress state j = 1, ..., nj. When the accumulated
damage reaches a design value η, typical set as η = 1, fatigue failure is expected to
occur. The above equation can be applied directly as a finite-life fatigue constraint.
Palmgren-Miner’s rule does not account for several factors known to influence the
fatigue life. For instance, load sequence and interaction effects are not accounted for
in the damage rule. Although many non-linear damage models have been developed,
they are not necessarily able to correctly capture the many complicating factors in-
fluencing fatigue life. Therefore, linear damage rules are still dominantly applied in
fatigue analysis of metals (Stephens et al., 2000; Fatemi and Shamsaei, 2011).
In a fatigue analysis, it is common practice to only use loading data corresponding
to a fraction of the lifetime. The fatigue damage is then extrapolated to represent
the lifetime of the structure. In wind energy, a series of loads of nS = 600 s are
typically used for this purpose. Let ck be a scaling factor used to scale the damage to
represent the full life time and k = 1, ..., nk be the amount of load time-series. Then
the accumulated damage can be estimated by:
Di =
nk
∑
k=1
ck
nj
∑
j=1
nijk
Nijk
≤ η (2.22)
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The DEL method was originally developed by NREL and described in the work by
Freebury and Musial (2000). The DEL approach does not contain a time-varying non-
proportional load spectrum. Instead, a harmonic load of 1 Hz and range of ∆P1Hz is
applied. Let Di be the original accumulated damage as described above, and D
DEL
i be
the accumulated damage caused by the damage equivalent load:
Di =
nk
∑
k=1
ck
nj
∑
j=1
nijk
Nijk
1
Nijk
=
(
∆σijk
)m
ā
(2.23)
DDELi =
nT
N1Hzi
1
N1Hzi
=
(
∆σDELi
)m
ā
(2.24)
Here nT = ∑
nk
k=1 cknS is the total lifetime of the jacket, and ∆σ
DEL
i is the stress range
caused by the DEL in location i. If one degree-of-freedom loading and quasi-static
modeling are assumed, then there is a linear relationship between the loading history
and the stress history, σi = αiP(t). Setting Di = D
DEL
i , the DEL can be determined:
nT(αi∆P
1Hz)m
ā
=
nk
∑
k=1
ck
nj
∑
j=1
njk
(
αi∆Pjk
)m
ā
(2.25)
⇒ ∆P1Hz =


1
nT
nk
∑
k=1
ck
nj
∑
j=1
njk
(
∆Pjk
)m


1
m
(2.26)
As the time-varying loading has been reformulated into a static load, the accumulated
fatigue constraint can also be reformulated into a static stress constraint. The DEL
fatigue constraint, written as a stress-based problem, is:
− σ̄ ≤ σDELi ≤ σ̄, σ̄ =
(
η ā
nT
) 1
m
, ∀i (2.27)
It is only possible to include a linear S-N curve in the DEL method. Thus, it is up to
the designer which of the material values in (2.20) to apply, or if an interpolation of
the two should be applied.
2.1.4 Ultimate limit state analysis
Ultimate Limit State (ULS) constraints can have a large influence on the design of
jacket structures. In optimization of jacket structures, the typical ULS constraints
addressed are material yield limits and structural strength constraints, i.e. buckling.
Common for all ULS constraints is that they must be satisfied in many places, for
every load-step, and in all ULS load series. Consequently, for even small models and
a limited number of load series, millions of ULS constraints exist.
Generally, the very large number of constraints can be addressed using active set
strategies (also referred to as active set method and constraint lumping). In active
set strategies, only the most important constraints are included in the optimization
problem. A typical optimization problem with extremely many constraints will at
the optimum have a much smaller number of active constraints than total number of
constraints.
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Fig. 2.6: Frequency plot showing the soft-stiff region with a ten percent margin on frequencies,
demonstrated here on the NREL 5 MW reference turbine. Figure based on Fischer et al. (2010).
2.1.5 Frequency analysis
The first natural frequencies of offshore wind turbine structures are designed within
one of three frequency bands, commonly referred to as either soft-soft, soft-stiff, or
stiff-stiff. The three frequency bands are divided by the rotor frequency (1P), and the
blade passing frequency (3P, also referred to as blade shadowing frequency) bands.
In other words, the soft-soft design is below the 1P frequency band, the soft-stiff
between the 1P and 3P frequency bands, and the stiff-stiff above the 3P frequency
band. Typically, the soft-soft design is reserved to compliant designs, such as floating
offshore wind turbines, where the soft-stiff and stiff-stiff designs are used in bottom-
fixed rigid structures. A jacket is typically designed in the soft-stiff region, and with
a ten percent safety margin, see Fig. 2.6.
In a jacket optimization framework, the first fore-aft frequency and first side-to-
side frequency should be constrained to lie within the soft-stiff region. When opti-
mizing jackets modeled with beam finite elements, the computational cost associated
with the frequency analysis is negligible as compared with a FLS or ULS analysis.
2.1.6 Design sensitivity analysis
The following section presents the Design Sensitivity Analysis (DSA) of the fatigue
constraints for each of the three approaches, i.e. DEL, quasi-static modeling, and
dynamic modeling. For an overview of DSA methods, see Tortorelli and Michaleris
(1994).
Generally, there are two approaches to analytical design sensitivity analyses.
There is the direct differentiation method and there is the adjoint method. The di-
rect differentiation method requires a solution of one pseudo problem for each design
variable. The adjoint method requires a solution to one adjoint problem for each con-
straint function. In short, the direct differentiation method is generally the most effi-
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cient method for optimization problems with fewer design variables than constraints.
DSA - Damage Equivalent Loads
In Paper B, the DSA of the DEL-approach is performed using the direct differentiation
method. Differentiating the constraint equation as defined in (2.27) with respect to a
design variable xv gives:
dσDELi
dxv
=
∂σDELi
∂xv
+
∂σDELi
∂uDEL
duDEL
dxv
(2.28)
The partial derivatives are computationally inexpensive. The displacement sensitivity
is found by differentiating the global equilibrium equation (2.8) with respect to a
design variable:
K
duDEL
dxv
= − dK
dxv
uDEL (2.29)
The derivative of the applied load vector with respect to the design variable has van-
ished since the loads are assumed fixed. This equation only needs to be solved for
each design variable. In jacket sizing optimization the number of design variables is
typically around 20. As the amount of constraints for sizing optimization is much
larger than the amount of design variables, an adjoint formulation is less effective for
this problem. However, using adjoint formulations in combination with aggregation
functions are very effective. This is further discussed in Section 2.2.2.
DSA - Quasi-static
The constraint equation used in both the quasi-static and dynamic approaches is
Palmgren-Miner’s rule (2.22). Using the direct differentiation method and differ-
entiating Palmgren-Miner’s rule with respect to a design variable, the sensitivity is
obtained as:
dDi
dxv
=
∂Di
∂xv
+
nk
∑
k=1
nj
∑
j=1
∂Dijk
∂∆ujk
d∆ujk
dxv
(2.30)
To determine the displacement sensitivities, (2.7) is differentiated with respect to a
design variable:
K
d∆ujk
dxv
= − dK
dxv
∆ujk (2.31)
This equation needs to be solved for every displacement range ∆ujk and for each
design variable. Thus, it is significantly more costly than the DEL approach. The
correct displacement range ∆ujk can be found by using the information provided by
the rainflow counting algorithm, i.e. the begin time of the stress cycle and the period
of the stress cycle. The above formulation is demonstrated in Paper B.
In Paper A, an efficient adjoint formulation of fatigue constraints in jacket struc-
tures is presented, where the number of adjoint equations is independent of load
cycles due to linear relations. Thus, a reference adjoint equation is solved for each
constraint i:
Kλrefi =
∂∆σi
∂∆u
(2.32)
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In this equation, there is no subscript jk as this partial derivative does not depend on
the stress cycles. The real adjoint vector for a given stress range (or amplitude) is then
recovered by linear scaling:
λijk =
∂Dijk
∂∆σijk
λ
ref
i (2.33)
Here Dijk and ∆σijk are the damage and stress ranges in location i for cycle j in load
case k. The design sensitivity is obtained by:
dDi
dxv
=
nk
∑
k=1
nj
∑
j=1
∂Dijk
∂xv
− λTijk
dK
dxv
∆ujk (2.34)
Note that in Paper B, it was demonstrated that quasi-static modeling approaches
(and thus also DEL) may severely underestimate the fatigue damage. Naturally, when
using quasi-static methods it is important that structural frequencies are not excited
in such a manner, that they contribute significantly to the overall fatigue damage.
Otherwise, appropriate safety factors should be applied to the fatigue constraint in
the optimization. In Paper B a simple safety factor is proposed that worked well
within the framework.
DSA - Dynamic
The equation for the fatigue design sensitivities in the dynamic approach is the same
as the quasi-static approach, i.e. (2.30). However, the computation of the derivative of
the displacement range differs. The displacement sensitivity in the dynamic approach
is found by the direct differentiation method. Differentiating (2.6) with respect to a
design variable, the displacement sensitivity is obtained as:
K
d∆ujk
dxv
= − dM
dxv
∆ü − M
d∆üjk
dxv
− dC
dxv
∆u̇ − C
d∆u̇jk
dxv
− dK
dxv
∆ujk (2.35)
This equation is more computationally expensive than the quasi-static counterpart.
It does not allow for direct computation as the displacements are time dependent.
Thus, time integration is necessary. A common approach is to solve for all displace-
ment derivatives for all time steps using Newmark time integration. The displace-
ment range sensitivity,
d∆ujk
dxv
, can be found by subtracting two displacement deriva-
tives from each other, where the locations in time of the two displacement derivatives
are determined by the rainflow counting algorithm. For large load series and many
degrees-of-freedom the computational costs may become very large, and memory
may become an issue. The above approach is based on the work by Chew et al. (2015);
Chew (2017) and evaluated in Paper B. An efficient analytical adjoint approach to de-
sign sensitivity analysis has, to the authors knowledge, not yet been demonstrated for
sizing optimization of jacket structures using a dynamic analysis. The above methods
are described for sizing optimization of jacket structures, but are of a general nature.
Next, focus is on topology optimization with fatigue constraints.
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2.2 Topology optimization with fatigue constraints
This brief state-of-the-art section is split intro three parts: (i) classical density-based
topology optimization, (ii) stress-based topology optimization, and (iii) fatigue-based
topology optimization. Note that only density-based topology optimization will be
covered. Other approaches to solving the topology problem such as level-set, topo-
logical derivative, phase field, evolutionary etc. will not be covered. For comprehen-
sive reviews of the topology optimization method, see Bendsøe and Sigmund (2004);
Rozvany (2009); Sigmund and Maute (2013); Deaton and Grandhi (2014).
2.2.1 Topology optimization
The aim of classical topology optimization is to find an optimal material distribution.
The typical approach is to discretize the design space with finite elements, and then
assign each finite element a design variable, xe, stating if there is material or if there
is no material (void) in the given element. The desired design is referred to as a black
and white design, with black indicating material and white indicating void. See Fig.
2.7 for an example of topology optimization. The black and white parameterization
can be defined as:
xe =
{
1 if material in element e
0 if void
(2.36)
The majority of works with structural topology optimization is using a linear
elastic finite element analysis. In the analysis, void regions must not contribute to the
stiffness and mass of the overall structure. Thus:
Ee = xeE0 (2.37)
me = xeρVe (2.38)
xe ∈{0; 1}, ∀e
Here Ee is the effective Young’s modulus for element e. E0 is the stiffness for full
material density, me is the mass of element e, ρ is the material density, and Ve is
P
Symmetry 
plane
Design domain
discretized with
finite elements
Fig. 2.7: The MBB-beam optimized for compliance with overall volume constraint.
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the volume of element e. It is well-known that integer programming problems with
many design variables are difficult to solve. Thus Bendsøe (1989) developed the well-
known SIMP (Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization, also referred to as Solid
Isotropic Microstructure with Penalization) interpolation scheme, that reformulates
the discrete variables into continuous variables. Thus, the effective Young’s modulus
of elasticity can be formulated by:
Ee = x
p
e E0 (2.39)
me = xeρVe (2.40)
xe ∈]0; 1], ∀e
The interpolation parameter p > 1 ensures that intermediate densities provide too
compliant designs as compared with the linearly interpolated mass. However, this
formulation does not allow the design variables to have a zero value. To allow for
zero densities, the modified SIMP interpolation scheme can be applied:
Ee = Emin + x
p
e (E0 − Emin) (2.41)
xe ∈ [0; 1], ∀e
Here Emin ≪ E0 is a lower bound on the void material stiffness. Note that many
other material interpolation schemes exist, see e.g. Bendsøe and Sigmund (1999);
Stolpe and Svanberg (2001a). Using the modified SIMP, a singular stiffness matrix
is avoided for zero densities. However, the large difference in stiffness of solid and
void material makes the linear system ill-conditioned, which can lead to inaccuracies
and slower convergence (Wang et al., 2007). The modified SIMP formulation allows
for easy implementation of filters.
Restriction methods, such as density filtering, are introduced since the original
topology problem can produce so-called checkerboards that contain an artificial high
stiffness, see Fig. 2.8. Additionally, the solution to the topology problem is mesh-
dependent. Mesh-dependency is a direct result of the lack of existence of solutions of
the original discrete topology problem. To ensure mesh independence and increase
manufacturability in density-based topology optimization, many different approaches
can be applied. One of the most popular approaches is to apply the consistent density
filter (Bourdin, 2001; Bruns and Tortorelli, 2001). The filtering technique is both easy
to implement and computationally efficient. The density filter alters the problem by
including a weighted average of the densities in neighboring elements. The amount
of elements included is set by a user-specified radius and effectively also works as
a minimum length scale parameter. The filtered problem enters directly into the
physics, and the filtered densities are therefore often referred to as physical variables.
Fig. 2.8: An MBB-beam optimized for compliance suffering from the so-called checkerboards.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2.9: (a) A radius on the structured mesh defines how many neighboring elements to include
in the filtering process. (b) An unfiltered mesh with the so-called checkerboard problem. (c) The
filtered (physical) mesh of the checkerboard problem in (b). A decaying weight function assigns
less density to elements furthest away from the center of the filter. Note that using the density
filter will always result in grayscale unless special techniques are applied.
See Fig. 2.9 for a graphical explanation of density filtering. For more literature on
restriction methods, see e.g. Sigmund and Petersson (1998); Sigmund (2007).
Topology optimization has been applied to various fields including complex mul-
tiphysics problems. However, most work has been done on minimizing the compli-
ance subject to an overall mass (or volume) constraint. This problem can be written
as:
min.
x∈X
f (x) = PTu(x) (2.42)
s.t. K(x)u(x)− P = 0
g(x) =
ne
∑
e=1
xeρVe ≤ m̄
Here X = {x ∈ Re| 0 ≤ xe ≤ 1, e = 1, . . . , ne}, ne being the total number of elements
and m̄ being the upper limit on the mass. Note that the loading condition is assumed
design independent. The minimization of compliance is a convenient problem to
solve as compliance is a global measure representing the entire structure, and the
design sensitivity is computationally inexpensive due to the self-adjoint nature of the
problem. On the other hand, stress and fatigue are local quantities, which introduce
additional difficulties in the topology optimization. However, stress and fatigue are
much more common design criteria as compared with compliance.
2.2.2 Stress-based topology optimization
The stress-constrained topology optimization problem is often formulated as mini-
mization of mass constrained by a stress limit, σ̄, in every element. The optimization
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problem can be written as:
min.
x∈X
f (x) =
ne
∑
e=1
xeρVe (2.43)
s.t. K(x)u(x)− P = 0
ge(x) =
σe(x, u(x))
σ̄
− 1 ≤ 0, ∀e
Here σe is the element stress, where it is assumed that the stress is only evaluated in
one location per element, which is the common practice in stress-based optimization.
Typically, the von Mises stress is used, but any reference stress or stress component
can be applied. The Drucker-Prager yield criterion, which is a pressure-dependent
criterion, has also been applied in many works.
The stress-based optimization problem introduces new difficulties that must be
addressed. Especially, how to determine stresses for intermediate densities, how to
address singular optima, and how to handle the large number of constraints are dif-
ficult problems.
Interpolation of stresses
In Duysinx and Sigmund (1998); Duysinx and Bendsøe (1998) interpolation of stresses
in stress-based topology optimization is investigated by studying the microscopic
stresses in a layered composite (rank 2 material). Their method ensures physical
consistency of stresses not only for 0-1 designs, but also for designs with intermediate
densities.
In the following, assume that an intermediate density represents a porous mi-
crostructure, and that SIMP provides the effective stiffness of that microstructure.
Then, the macroscopic stress 〈σe〉, is given by the effective material properties of the
microstructure using SIMP:
〈σe〉 = Se(Ee)ue = xpe Se(E0)ue (2.44)
Here Se is the stress-displacement matrix and ue is the element displacement vector.
The formulation of macroscopic stresses is invariant to changes in the design variable.
This is true as multiplying the density with a constant α < 1 increases the displace-
ments by 1αp , but the stresses are reduced with the factor α
p. Consequently, using
this formulation in minimization of mass topology optimization will generally lead
to removal of all material (Verbart, 2015). Therefore, using the macroscopic stresses is
not a suitable formulation for topology optimization. Hence, the authors presented a
method based on the microscopic stresses.
The microscopic stress in rank 2 material is inverse proportional to the density,
and is given by:
σe =
〈σe〉
xq
=
x
p
e
x
q
e
Se(E0)ue (2.45)
For q = p, the microscopic stress is finite and non-zero when the density is zero. This
is physical consistent with a rank 2 material. However, the non-zero stress at zero
densities leads to singular optima.
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Singular optima and relaxation methods
A well-known issue with stress-based optimization is the so-called singular optima
(also referred to as the singularity problem) which were discovered in stress-based
optimization of truss structures in the 1960’s (Sved and Ginos, 1968). A three-bar
problem was investigated, and the true optimum was a two bar solution. However,
the two-bar solution is unreachable by standard non-linear programming because the
stress constraint prevents the bar from vanishing. The singular optima are belonging
to degenerate subspaces of lower dimensions (Kirsch, 1990).
In order to avoid degenerate subspaces, the stress-constrained topology optimiza-
tion problem is often reformulated using a relaxation technique. The two most well-
known relaxation methods are the ǫ-relaxation and the qp-relaxation. Many variations
of both methods have been proposed.
Using the ǫ-relaxation (Cheng and Guo, 1997; Duysinx and Bendsøe, 1998;
Verbart, 2015), the stress-based optimization problem defined in (2.43) is reformu-
lated:
min.
x∈X
f (x) =
ne
∑
e=1
xeρVe (2.46)
s.t. K(x)u(x)− P = 0
ḡe(x) = ge(x)− ǫ ≤ 0, ∀e
Here 0 < ǫ ≪ 1 is a relaxation parameter that perturbs the design space such that it
no longer contains degenerate parts. The ǫ value is typically continuously decreased
during the optimization. This may lead to convergence to the global optimum, but it
is not a guarantee (Stolpe and Svanberg, 2001b).
The qp-relaxation method proposed in Bruggi and Duysinx (2012) introduces zero
stresses at zero densities in the formulation of microscopic stress given in (2.45):
σe = x
p−q
e Se(E0)ue, q < p (2.47)
With this formulation, intermediate densities no longer have a physical interpretation
(as q 6= p). The formulation relaxes the design space. However, as with ǫ-relaxation,
a global optimum is not guaranteed. It should be noted that an advantage of this
method is that for any zero-one design, the constraint is actually satisfied, which is
not true for ǫ-relaxation if ǫ > 0.
A popular relaxation method in stress-based topology optimization is the so-
called relaxed stress formulation, which is a qp-based formulation, and is described
in Le et al. (2010). The difference as compared with the original qp-relaxation is that
the relaxed stress is also used to interpret the optimized design, and it is therefore no
longer a strictly mathematical operation (Verbart, 2015).
Local constraints
In stress constrained topology optimization, it is common practice to evaluate the
stress-level in the centroid of each finite element. When the amount of con-
straints equals the amount of design variables, the design sensitivity analysis be-
comes computational expensive as the efficiency of the adjoint method is lost
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(Tortorelli and Michaleris, 1994). Several works exist where stress optimization has
been performed considering each stress evaluation as a local constraint, see e.g.
Navarrina et al. (2005); Bruggi (2008); Bruggi and Venini (2008).
There exist three popular approaches to address the large amount of constraints.
The first approach is the active set method, as explained in section 2.1.4. How-
ever, the aim of stress constrained topology optimization is to achieve a fully stressed
design where all elements with full density have an active or near active stress con-
straint. Thus, the amount of constraints in the active set may become very large
for a fine finite element discretization. The active set method has been applied suc-
cessfully to stress-based topology optimization in e.g. Duysinx and Bendsøe (1998);
Bruggi and Duysinx (2012); Luo et al. (2013a); Bruggi and Duysinx (2013).
The second approach is the augmented Lagrangian method (also called the mul-
tiplier method). In the augmented Lagrangian method, the constrained optimization
problem is reformulated into an unconstrained problem by adding a penalty term to
the Lagrangian of the problem. Every constraint equation adds one Lagrange mul-
tiplier and one penalty parameter. Thus, the size of the problem increases, but only
one system of linear equations per load case needs to be evaluated to determine the
adjoint vector. For an overview of this method, see e.g. Arora et al. (1991), and for
an implementation in a topology framework for stress constrained problems, see e.g.
Pereira et al. (2004); da Silva et al. (2017).
The third and most common approach in topology optimization is using aggre-
gation functions. Aggregation functions group all (or some) constraint functions into
an approximation (aggregation) function. Thus, a problem with a large number of
constraints can be reduced to a more convenient number of constraints.
Many aggregation functions exist. Two of the most popular functions are
shown below. The first equation is the Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser (KS) function
(Kreisselmeier and Steinhauser, 1980) gKS and the second equation is the P-norm
function gPN:
gKS(x) =
1
P
ln
(
ne
∑
e=1
ePge(x)
)
(2.48)
gPN(x) =
(
ne
∑
e=1
ge(x)
P
)
1
P
(2.49)
The parameter P ≥ 1 will for larger values present a better representation of the
highest function value, see Fig. 2.10. However, increasing the parameter makes the
equation increasingly non-linear which can lead to numerical problems during opti-
mization. Thus, it is a tuning parameter that varies in value depending on the appli-
cation. In a stress-based topology setting, the accuracy of the aggregation function is
mesh-dependent. To properly capture the stress field a fine mesh is required. How-
ever, increasing the mesh resolution without increasing the number of aggregation
functions will make each aggregation function less accurate, as it needs to repre-
sent more function values. The KS function has been applied to density-based stress
optimization in Yang and Chen (1996); París et al. (2009, 2010); Luo and Kang (2012);
Luo et al. (2013b). In Yang and Chen (1996); Duysinx and Sigmund (1998); Le et al.
(2010); Jeong et al. (2012); Lee et al. (2012); Holmberg et al. (2013); Lian et al. (2017)
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(a) P-norm aggregation function.
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(b) KS aggregation function.
Fig. 2.10: Two aggregation functions with two different aggregation parameters
the P-norm method is used.
To make the optimization problem easier to solve, it is desirable to have a low ag-
gregation function parameter. However, this often results in a poor approximation. To
address this, an efficient method to adaptively scale the aggregation function towards
the highest true constraint function value is proposed in Le et al. (2010). Applied on
a P-norm function, the scaled constraint function ḡ is in each iteration (I) given by:
ḡ(x(I)) = c(I)gPN(x(I)) (2.50)
The scaled constraint function is a close approximation of the highest true constraint
function value. The adaptive constraint scaling factor c(I) can for (I) ≥ 1 be deter-
mined by:
c(I) = α(I)
gmax(x(I−1))
gPN(x(I−1))
+
(
1 − α(I)
)
c(I−1) (2.51)
Here gmax is the highest value of all constraint functions. The parameter α determines
how much history to include. In the first iteration set α(I=1) = 1, and for subsequent
iterations:
α(I) =
{
]0; 1], if oscillating
1, otherwise
(2.52)
The adaptive constraint scaling parameter is design dependent but non-differentiable.
Therefore, the design sensitivity of this parameter is not included in the design sen-
sitivity analysis. However, near optimum the scaling parameter will go towards a
constant value, which means that the influence of the parameter on the sensitivities
becomes less during the optimization. For a thorough review of density-based stress
constrained topology optimization, see Verbart (2015).
2.2.3 Fatigue-based topology optimization
High-cycle fatigue-based topology optimization is a natural extension of stress con-
strained topology optimization. It is an emerging field of research, where most of the
work reformulates the fatigue constraint into some sort of stress constraint. Often, the
fatigue constrained topology is formulated by some damage equivalent loads where
the fatigue analysis is assumed independent of design, as described in Section 2.1.3.
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In Sherif et al. (2010) a DEL is established and used as basis for the topology op-
timization. Similarly, in Holmberg (2013); Holmberg et al. (2014); Holmberg (2016) a
finite-life fatigue analysis independent of design is performed to determine equiva-
lent fatigue stress constraints. Thus, they solve minimization of mass with both prin-
cipal stress fatigue constraints and von Mises stress constraints. They use classical
density-based topology optimization, and include regularization by density filtering
and aggregation by P-norm functions.
In Jeong et al. (2015) topology optimization for fatigue, using the modified Good-
man, the Soderberg, and the Gerber criteria is presented. The study is limited to
constant and proportional loading conditions. In Lee et al. (2015) topology optimiza-
tion with fatigue evaluated in frequency domain for proportional loading conditions
is performed. In Svärd (2015), a method of using the weakest link theory in a topol-
ogy setting is shown. The weakest link method is used to predict the probability of
survival in each element. In Collet et al. (2017) a fatigue resistant design is achieved
using density-based topology optimization. By using the modified Goodman relation
and the Sines damage criterion, minimization of mass optimization with infinite-life
fatigue constraints is demonstrated.
Topology optimization for fatigue has also been performed using gradient-free
methods. In Mrzyglód (2010), commercial finite element software and a zero-order
method is combined to optimize 2D structures subject to different high-cycle and
low-cycle fatigue criteria.
Topology optimization for finite-life fatigue
In Paper C, we propose a method to include the entire fatigue analysis directly in
the optimization formulation. Typically, Palmgren-Miner’s rule is avoided because
every stress cycle, in theory, constitutes a constraint. However, the cumulative nature
of Palmgren-Miner’s rule reduces the response from variable amplitude loading to a
single number, i.e. the damage. Because of this accumulation, it is possible to for-
mulate an adjoint design sensitivity analysis where only one adjoint equation needs
to be solved per load case. Thus, the finite-life topology optimization can include
large variable amplitude time-history loads with computational costs comparable to
computational costs of static stress optimization. The method makes use of classi-
cal density-based optimization, the modified SIMP stiffness interpolation, and the
qp-interpolation for stresses. In its current form, the method has the following re-
quirements:
• Linear elastic material behaviour
• Quasi-static finite element analysis
• Proportional loading conditions
• Equivalent stress-based fatigue criterion
To a large extent, the method follows the fatigue modeling described in Section
2.1.3. However, due to the proportional loading condition, it is possible to perform
rainflow counting directly on the loading. This is highly beneficial, as performing
rainflow counting in every element can become computationally expensive.
For a given proportional load case, a reference static load P̂ is applied, and the
reference displacements û and reference stresses σ̂ are determined. From applying
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rainflow counting to the load time-series, scaling factors are obtained for both ampli-
tudes, cai and for mean, cmi for every load cycle i. Then, the displacement and stress
amplitudes and means can be determined for every cycle i and every element e by:
σea,i = cai σ̂e, σem,i = cmi σ̂e, (2.53)
uea,i = cai ûe, uem,i = cmi ûe, (2.54)
Here σ̂e and ûe are the vectors of element stresses and displacements, respectively,
caused by the reference load vector P̂.
In order to apply a cumulative law, the stress-components must be related to
an S-N curve. This can be done using an equivalent stress-based fatigue criteria, here
demonstrated using the well-known Sines multiaxial fatigue criterion for proportional
loading of metals (Sines, 1959). It combines contributions from all stress-components,
and takes into account both mean and amplitude stresses indicated by subscripts m
and a, respectively. For plane stress conditions and finite-life, the criterion in 2D can
be written as (Stephens et al., 2000):
√
2σ̃ei =
√
(σeax,i − σeay,i)2 + σ2eax,i + σ2eay,i + 6τ2ea,i + β
(
σemx,i + σemy,i
)
(2.55)
Here β is a material constant. σ̃ei is an equivalent uniaxial stress state, that can be
used in combination with S-N curves to find an estimated amount of cycles to failure.
This can, in turn, be used with Palmgren-Miner’s linear damage hypothesis to deter-
mine an accumulated damage. This is done in a similar manner as with the jacket
optimization. Thus, the accumulated damage in a single load case setting is (similar
to (2.22) in the jacket optimization framework):
De = cD
ni
∑
i=1
ni
Nei
≤ η (2.56)
cD is a scaling constant to make the load series representative for a lifetime, and ni is
the number of cycles. The constraint must be satisfied in every element e, thus, this
is computationally not viable. A P-norm function can be applied to reduce the many
local constraints into one global:
g =
(
ne
∑
e=1
(De)
P
) 1
P
≤ η (2.57)
In e.g. París et al. (2010); Holmberg et al. (2013) it is suggested to use several aggre-
gation functions distributed into regions using different approaches. However, in the
authors experience, a global approach works better for the examples considered.
DSA - Finite-life fatigue
The design sensitivity analysis is performed using the adjoint method. In the con-
straint function (2.57), Lagrange multipliers λ corresponding to the amplitude and
mean stress states are introduced. The augmented constraint equation ǧ is:
ǧ = g −
ni
∑
i=1
(
λ
T
ai(Kuai − Pai) + λ
T
mi (Kumi − Pmi)
)
(2.58)
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uai and umi are the vectors of amplitude displacements and mean displacements for
stress cycle i, respectively. Likewise, Pai and Pmi are the amplitude and mean load
vectors. The above equation is, when equilibrium is satisfied, equal to the original
constraint equation. Immediately, it looks as if an adjoint equation must be solved
for each equilibrium state for both amplitude and mean. However, it turns out that
the design sensitivity of the above equation can be determined very efficiently when
exploiting the linear analysis and cumulative nature of Palmgren-Miner’s rule.
We introduce a vector of the sum of scaled Lagrange multipliers, Λ:
Λ =
ni
∑
i=1
(cai λai + cmi λmi) (2.59)
The sum of scaled Lagrange multipliers can be determined by the following adjoint
equation:
KΛ =
ni
∑
i=1
(
cai
∂gT
∂uai
+ cmi
∂gT
∂umi
)
(2.60)
Thus, the amount of adjoint equations is equal to the amount of load cases, and not
dependent on the size of the load case (amount of cyclic loads).
By differentiating the augmented constraint function defined in (2.58) with respect
to a design variable xe, and assuming design independent loads, the design sensitivity
is obtained:
dǧ
dxe
=
∂g
∂xe
− ΛT dK
dxe
û (2.61)
While several partial derivatives must be calculated for each load cycle i, they are
in general computationally inexpensive. Consequently, the proposed method is very
effective with computational costs comparable to static stress optimization.
The approach is described in more detail in Paper C, where examples of fatigue
constrained topology optimization are given. The examples clearly demonstrate the
effectiveness of the method. Moreover, they demonstrate that designs by fatigue-
based topology optimization can differ from designs by stress-based topology opti-
mization for even single load case problems.
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Chapter 3
Summary of Results and
Conclusion
This chapter serves as a brief summary of the included papers. Each paper will be
introduced separately and the objectives, the methods, and the results of the research
will be highlighted. Then, a statement of the contributions and of the impact of the
work will be presented. Lastly, suggestions and recommendations for future work
within this field of research are given.
3.1 Description of Papers
The following contains summaries of the included papers. The papers constitute the
main contribution of this thesis.
3.1.1 Paper A
In Oest et al. (2017b) an effective method for gradient-based structural optimization
of jacket structures for large offshore wind turbines is established. The optimization
takes outset in a conceptual jacket design where the topology is already determined.
Then, the optimization alters the cross-sectional areas of the tubular members until
an optimum is found.
It is important to be able to include site- and turbine specific data in the opti-
mization. This is considered through the loading conditions, where wave forces are
calculated using the Morison equation and site-specific data. The aerodynamic loads
are determined using multibody simulation software HAWC2 (Horizontal Axis Wind
turbine simulation Code 2nd generation). The specific jacket investigated is the OC4
reference jacket with the NREL 5 MW reference wind turbine installed at the K13
deep water site in the North Sea off the coast of the Netherlands.
In the design of a jacket structure, extremely large load series are used to ensure
that both the fatigue limit states and the ultimate limit states are satisfied. However, to
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reduce the computational costs of the optimization to a reasonable level, the amount
of load series must be reduced. This computational cost-benefit consideration is diffi-
cult and most likely case-specific. Consequently, it is a driving goal for the proposed
method to include many load series in the fatigue analysis with minimal additional
computational costs. This is achieved through utilizing a quasi-static modeling ap-
proach instead of the more commonly used transient analysis.
Following common practice in industry, a Timoshenko beam finite element pro-
gram is created to analyze the structure. The analysis covers most of the important
structural criteria, i.e. fatigue in welded connections, overall natural frequencies, local
buckling, global buckling, and shear punching and chord face failure of welded con-
nections. These criteria are based on international design standards and recommen-
dations. The design sensitivity analysis is performed analytically, where an adjoint
approach is applied to the fatigue constraints in such a way, that the amount of adjoint
equations that must be solved is independent of the amount of applied loads. Thus,
a large amount of load time-histories is applied in the structural optimization where
a reduction in mass of 40% as compared with the initial design is achieved. At the
optimum, both fatigue and ultimate limit state constraints are active, and the active
constraints are located from top to bottom of the structure.
The efficient sensitivity analysis can be applied to many multiaxial and non-
proportional loaded structures, where the fatigue analysis is done in a single number
stress-based approach. By single number, it should be understood that only one stress
component (or an equivalent stress as e.g. von Mises stress) is affecting the damage.
This is important such that traditional rainflow counting can be applied. For mul-
tiaxial and non-proportional loading conditions with a multiaxial fatigue criterion,
more complex and computational demanding methods should be applied which is
beyond the scope of this work, as fatigue damage estimation of jacket structures is
solely based on the amplitude of the normal stresses.
3.1.2 Paper B
In Oest et al. (2017a) a critical evaluation of three different state-of-the-art gradient-
based optimization approaches for sizing of offshore jacket structures is made. The
three methods are based on (i) a static (damage equivalent load) analysis, (ii) a quasi-
static analysis, and (iii) a dynamic analysis. All three optimization approaches are
applied to the same optimization problem, i.e. the OC4 jacket with the NREL 5
MW baseline turbine. The optimized designs are evaluated in commercial software
FEDEM Windpower. In FEDEM Windpower the jacket structures are analyzed using
a transient analysis with aero-elastic simulation under inflow turbulence environment
and hydrodynamic loads. Thus, the article aims to partly fill a gap in many research
papers by actually evaluating the optimized design in software designed for that
specific purpose. Additionally, the article aims to provide useful observations on how
accurate the modeling needs to be, in an optimization setting, in order to achieve a
preliminary jacket design with low mass and fatigue damage levels near the allowable
level.
Using Component Object Model Application Programming Interface (COM-API),
the initial and optimized jackets from the MATLAB-based DTU in-house optimization
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software JADOP (Jacket Design OPtimization), are exported to FEDEM Windpower
using python scripts. The nodal displacements are exported back to JADOP, such
that stress concentration factors can be included in the fatigue analysis. The fatigue
analysis based on the multibody simulation is seen as the basis of comparison.
The initial design is evaluated for all three methods, and the dynamic analysis in
JADOP showed very good agreement with the multibody analysis in FEDEM Wind-
power. However, the quasi-static and especially the static analysis showed inaccurate
results. The static DEL approach greatly overpredicts the damage at a few hot spots,
but generally underestimates the damage. The quasi-static approach also underesti-
mates the damage. In general, the inaccuracies are due to local out-of-plane vibrations
of X-connections at a structural eigenfrequency. Excitation of structural eigenfrequen-
cies cannot be captured using quasi-static modeling.
The results showed that including a safety factor corresponding to the mean er-
ror of the analysis, acceptable designs can be achieved using all three approaches.
However, the dynamic approach yields the most accurate designs. Interestingly, the
fatigue damage caused by the loading conditions does not change significantly even
though the designs are reduced by about half of the overall mass. Additionally, it is
observed that hydrodynamic loading does not contribute significantly to the overall
damage, and can thus be left out during the preliminary design phase. Load direc-
tion can have a large influence on the damage, and therefore different load directions
should always be considered in the design optimization.
All designs reduce the stress concentration factors which can, in general, be
achieved by reducing the diameter to thickness relation of the chords. Since this
is partially design driving, the optimized designs resemble each other to a certain
extent.
In conclusion, the damage equivalent load and quasi-static methods can be ap-
plied, but should only be done so with care and insight into the accuracies (or inac-
curacies) in the analyses. Gradient-based optimization with a dynamic analysis is a
viable and good approach to preliminary design of jacket structures.
3.1.3 Paper C
In Oest and Lund (2017) an effective method to perform fatigue-based topology op-
timization for variable amplitude high-cycle fatigue is developed. The method is a
natural extension of conventional stress-based topology optimization. The effective-
ness of the method is due to an analytical design sensitivity analysis formulation,
where the computational effort is not affected much by the size of the applied load
series. This is true since only one adjoint vector per load case per constraint equation
must be solved. This is equivalent to e.g. static stress topology optimization.
The physics are modeled using linear finite element theory with bilinear rectan-
gular elements. The method requires a linear analysis, thus the material is assumed
linear elastic and the analysis is quasi-static. While a linear quasi-static method can
be a crude estimation, it is very effective for high-cycle fatigue as the structural re-
sponse can be found very effectively. In this framework, the structural response is
determined for reference loads. Then, the response for the reference load with differ-
ent load magnitudes can be found using linear superposition. To avoid the so-called
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checkerboard patterns, consistent density filtering is applied.
The fatigue analysis is included directly in the optimization and is performed us-
ing a standard approach. The damage is estimated using the multiaxial Sines method.
The Sines method is an equivalent-stress method that includes contributions from all
stress amplitude components as well as the mean normal stresses. The Sines method
is limited to proportional loading conditions. Due to the restriction of proportional
loading, amplitude and mean load scaling factors can be found by performing stan-
dard rainflow counting on the load spectrum. Thus, amplitude and mean stresses and
displacements can be determined efficiently. The cumulative damage is determined
using Palmgren-Miner’s linear damage hypothesis.
The stress components, and thus the accumulated fatigue, are evaluated at the
superconvergent center point in each finite element. Consequently, the number of
constraints is equal to the number of design variables. To maintain computational
efficiency, the local constraints are aggregated into a global constraint using the P-
norm method. The P-norm approximates the largest local constraint, and in this
framework, the accuracy is improved using adaptive constraint scaling.
To address the singular optima that can arise in stress and fatigue optimization
with vanishing constraints, stress relaxation using the qp-method is applied. This
method expands the design space and penalize stresses for intermediate densities
effectively.
Since Palmgren-Miner’s method is used, an adjoint formulation can be applied
where the sum of Lagrange multipliers are solved in the adjoint problem. This makes
the method very effective for even large load series.
Three examples are studied, where the first example is a clamped L-plate. This
example is with fully reversed loading conditions, which will give a fatigue optimized
design that is intuitively easy to understand and that resembles a stress optimized de-
sign. Additionally, two more examples are presented where the loading condition is
not fully reversed. Thus, the mean effects will affect the design such that it no longer
resembles a stress optimized design. These examples clearly demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the method, and why it can be very beneficial to use fatigue constrained
topology optimization.
3.2 Conclusions and contributions
The overall aim of this work is to develop efficient methods for structural optimiza-
tion with fatigue constraints. The proposed methods are generic and stand as novel
contributions to fatigue-based structural optimization. The main contributions from
each paper are:
• In Paper A, an extensive framework of jacket optimization was established in-
cluding many constraints based on standards, and large load series. The main
outcome is a generic method for structural optimization with fatigue constraints
under multiaxial and non-proportional loading conditions. In the approach, fa-
tigue contributions were limited to normal stresses according to standards, but
this can easily be altered to a fatigue analysis based on equivalent stress-based
methods. The approach scales well with large load series. Due to quasi-static
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modeling, direct computation of the fatigue gradients is possible. Thus, mem-
ory problems is not an issue for even very large load series.
• In Paper B, a gap in optimization of substructures for wind turbines is ad-
dressed, i.e. critical post-processing of the optimized structure. By applying
three different methods to structural optimization of a jacket structure within a
single framework, a fair comparison is made. It is observed that damage caused
by aerodynamic loading does not change significantly for large sizing changes
of the substructure. This finding is key to the success of current frameworks on
gradient-based optimization of jacket structures.
• In Paper C, a generic method for topology optimization of continua with fa-
tigue constraints is presented. Contrary to most efforts in the field, the entire
fatigue analysis is included in the optimization formulation. By doing so, the
cumulative nature of Palmgren-Miner’s rule can be exploited. In combination
with an aggregation function, it reduces the problem to a single overall con-
straint, where only a single adjoint equation must be solved for each load case.
Additionally, the method is directly applicable to 3D problems.
3.3 Future work
The presented research can be extended in many ways. The work in Paper A demon-
strated that a large amount of criteria and load cases can be included in a jacket
optimization framework. Adding options for including the transition piece and the
turbine tower in the optimization framework will make it an even more powerful
design tool. Because jackets are very stiff structures, it can be difficult to adjust the
structural frequencies to be within the desired frequency bands. Including both tower
and transition piece will help address this issue.
Very limited work has been done with topology optimization of jacket structures.
However, with an effective topology optimization with beam elements performed
prior to a sizing optimization, the preliminary design phase will be even more ef-
ficient, and less knowledge about the initial design is required. Parameterizing the
jacket into different modules, e.g. based on entire sections, can be a viable approach
for large offshore wind farms which allows for mass production. This optimization
problem can be solved by e.g. integer programming or the Discrete Material Opti-
mization (DMO) approach (Stegmann and Lund, 2005).
Although comprehensive, the study in Paper B is still very limited. Naturally, the
study can be extended to other jackets and wind turbines, and to investigate the influ-
ence of soil-structure interaction, wind speeds, buoyancy, etc. Also, more insight into
how the aerodynamic loading and aerodynamic damping changes with alterations in
the substructure can be important. This is coupled with another important prospect,
i.e. identification and correction methods to make computational efficient methods
such as the damage equivalent load more applicable. If a method is developed such
that the accuracy of damage equivalent loads is guaranteed within an acceptable level,
gradient-based optimization of jacket structures for preliminary designs can be per-
formed with limited computational effort.
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In Paper C, the topology optimization method can, and should, be extended to 3D
structures with an equivalent stress-based fatigue criteria. However, to improve the
method significantly, the method must be applicable to 3D problems with multiax-
ial and non-proportional loading conditions. Typically, this means that critical plane
methods (see e.g. Socie and Marquis (1999); Karolczuk and Macha (2005)) should be
applied. Using critical plane methods and 3D solid elements, even the analysis itself
becomes computationally expensive. Rainflow counting must be performed sepa-
rately in each element, and the critical plane must be determined individually for
each element. Additionally, the sensitivity of the critical plane must be determined
in an efficient manner. Combined with the high computational costs and the very
non-linear behaviour of fatigue, this is a challenging task. It is the authors recommen-
dation that 3D topology optimization with multiaxial and non-proportional fatigue-
loading should only be pursued by using performance oriented coding language with
parallel computing.
If an effective method for 3D topology optimization with fatigue constraints is
established, a great industrial application would be the optimization of a transition
piece for a wind turbine support structure. It involves complicated boundaries and
large load series, but is still typically modeled with linear elastic material (steel) and
with a linear finite element analysis. Additionally, industry has not settled on a single
transition piece design that is considered the best.
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